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Abstract— In clinics, customized archwires are demanded for
lingual orthodontic treatment. However, only very experienced
orthodontists can handle the manual appliance preparation.
This pattern not only occupies lots of the orthodontist’s labor
time, but also can not ensure the accuracy of the appliances.
Therefore, a robotic system was developed for automatic and
accurate orthodontic archwire bending in our study. First, a
method for customized archwire parameterization was devel-
oped. Second, an adaptive sampling-based bending planner with
collision checker in time-varying environment was designed.
Finally, a bending control strategy was used to eliminate the
springback effect of the archwires and bending point shift
during the bending process. A self-developed simulation plat-
form based on Robot Operating System with MoveIt was used
for preliminary validation of the proposed method. Physical
experiments for multi-functional orthodontic bends on the
robotic system were conducted as well. The results have shown
that the developed robotic system using the proposed planning
and control method was able to accomplish the automatic and
accurate orthodontic archwire bending.

Index Terms— Orthodontics, robotic archwire bending, ROS,
sampling-based planning, bending control

I. INTRODUCTION

Malocclusion, one of the three major oral diseases, not
only affects dental health, psychological and social well-
being [1], but also may result in critical cardiovascular
diseases. Lingual orthodontic treatment has been implement-
ed in the clinic and has become a very popular treatment
option mainly because the appliances are invisible during the
treatment process. However, lingual orthodontic treatment
requires accurate customized archwires. In clinics, only very
experienced orthodontists can handle the manual appliance
preparation [2]. This pattern not only occupies lots of the
orthodontist’s labor time, but also can not ensure the accuracy
of the appliances (Fig. 1). Therefore, developing a robotic
archwire bending system has been considered as an solution
to resolve this issue.
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In our study, we developed a robotic system for or-
thodontic archwire bending. Compared to the apparatus or
robotic systems developed previously [4-6], our study has
contributed to the three aspects specifically. First, our system
realized bending of multi-functional orthodontic bends. Sec-
ond, we developed a bending planning and control strategy
for automatic robot operation. Third, springback effect of the
material and bending point shift were considered to improve
the bending accuracy during the bending process.

Fig. 1. Typical operations of manual orthodontic archwire preparation in
the clinic [3], only orthodontists with long-time clinical training are able to
handle the manual preparation. (a) Measuring and marking out each bending
positions, (b) two hands operate concurrently with high manual dexterity, (c)
orthodontic bend shaping with Direct Electric Resistance Heating Treatment
(DERHT) device, (d) orthodontic bend shaping with alcohol blast burner, (e)
functional angle checking for orthodontic bend with orthodontic protractor,
(f) basic archwire forming on arch former.

For automatic preparation of multi-functional orthodontic
bends, the bending planning is extremely difficult. In our
planning case, the planning scene is full of line-shape ob-
stacles, which means it is a planning queries characteristic
of geometric constrains with challenging regions, such as
the “narrow space”(e.g., during the bending of vertical or
T loops), and “bug traps”(e.g., depart from narrow space or
trapped because of springback effect). What also makes the
planning problem complicated is during the whole bending
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process, the shape of the archwire is changing, which leads
obstacles need to be updating in real time. So for every
bending step, the planner must search the current task space
for a collision-free path from the current bending pose to
next given pose.

In previous studies, Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (R-
RT) series algorithms (RRT, RRT*, RRT Connect, et al.)
[7-9] have been shown to work well for the single-query
path planning problem. The RRT series differ in strategies
they used to control where and how the tree is extended. In
our bending planning, there exists a large scale gap among
the archwire, gripper and other obstacles in the environment.
When extending trees randomly, basic RRT will have a
highly time consuming for pre-computing the roadmap in
the entire state space. Expansive Space Trees (EST) tried to
sample in the state space [10]. While in experiences, EST
can be difficult to keep track of how the state space has
been explored, especially for complex high-dimensional state
spaces [11].

For sampling-based planning, it is well known that a
high fraction of running time is spent in collision check-
ing [12]. Sampling-based planners usually perform multiple
discretized collision queries or may use continuous collision
checking algorithms [13]. The Flexible Collision Library
(FCL) [12] integrates several techniques for fast and accurate
collision checking and proximity computation. The main
benefit of FCL is the unified interface and flexible archi-
tecture which make it easier to implement new algorithms
[14-15].

In this study, an adaptive sampling-based RRT and FCL
are applied to develop the bending planner with collision
checker in time-varying environment.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides method of customized archwire parameterization,
Section III demonstrates the structures of the proposed adap-
tive sampling-based bending planner with collision checking
algorithms. Section IV depicts the bending control strategy.
Section V implements and validates the proposed method in
simulation environment and physical robotic system. Section
VI summarizes our study and works out the future work.

II. CUSTOMIZED ARCHWIRE
PARAMETERIZATION

The data driving bending motion planning and collision
checking depends on a flexible and parameterized design
of the customized archwire. Before the automatic bending,
appliances can be designed in a computer-aided visualization
system which has been developed in our previous work [16].
We choose a typical archwire and its exported configured
file describes every bending control point Ni in a defined
data structure as struct ControlNode { float len; float rot x;
float rot y; float rot z; }, and in which, the first parameter
len defines the segmentation length between every two
bending control points, the other three parameters defines
the segmentation direction.

Since the shape of the archwire is changing during the
whole bending process. Here we treat the archwire effectively

as a serial chain consisting of n links (archwire segmen-
tations) connected with joints (bending points), thus every
bending control point Ni in the exported configured file
will decide the lengths of links and values of joints. If we
define the reference coordinate frames as world frame {O},
gripper frame {T}, and archwire frame {G} shown in Fig.
2 (a), we can obtain Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention
similarly for our archwire. In this convention, coordinate
frames Pi−1 and Pi is attached to the joints for each links
and one coordinate transformation T i

i−1 is formed to define
the relative movement of the two links. Thus pose Pi of each
archwire segmentation in archwire frame {G} as shown in
Fig. 2 (b), can be expressed as: [Pi] = [T 1

0 ][T
2
1 ]...[T

i
i−1],

where T i
i−1 is coordinate transformation buffered in time as

a 4×4 matrix.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Parameterized expression for the customized archwire. (a) Defined
reference coordinates, (b) DH convention with all the archwire information
in serial chain structure.

With the parameterized expression model, all the designed
information about the archwire will be managed in a tree
structure buffered in time during bending process, which
is well supported in the Robot Operating System (ROS)
framework and enables us to follow the tracks of the archwire
shape changing for further motion planning and collision
checking.

III. BENDING PLANNING

A. Sampling-based Planner for Bending Path Generation

The archwire bending task executed by the robot involves
picking, placing, adjustment and bending motions. The shape
of the archwire is given in Fig. 2, during the bending process,
the end effector need go through the bends to pick and hold
the archwire for bending. The path planning problem can
be modeled as a continuous path generating query without
collision in a scene which is full of line-shape obstacles
shown in Fig. 3.

In this planning scene, there exists a clear geometric con-
strains boundaries between the normal areas and challenging
regions (the “narrow space”). The best fitting method in
this case is to use adaptive sampling strategies in different
obstacle conditions to lead an adaptive exploration of the
configuration space. The bending path generating can be
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viewed as a search in the configuration space, C, each q
specifies the pose of the gripper in the 2D or 3D workspace.
The metric ρ is defined as Euclidean distance in C. In a
certain planning problem, we define the free space, Cfree,
and the obstacles space. The planning task is to find a
continuous path from the initial configuration, qstart, to a
goal configuration, qgoal, in Cfree.

When sampling randomly, the proposed planner uses a
user defined node structure, the Expansive Obstacles-sensing
Node (EON), which can be a circle in 2D or a ball in 3D
space, to replace the normal point-size node for sampling.
The structure of this expansive node is defined as struct EON
{ int index; Point center; float radius; int collision index;
vector obs direc; }, where the index, collision index and
obs direc describe the relationship between two connected
nodes and can be used to generate the topology structure
of all nodes; center and radius describe the geometric
information.

Fig. 3. The path generation process with clear geometric constrains
boundaries in planning scene, where the blue line-shape obstacles represent
the archwire under bending, the yellow dot line circles are the EON, the
red and green dots are the start and target pose and the searching path is
given in black solid line.

The algorithm of this proposed adaptive sampling-based
planner is given in Algorithm 1. With three sub functions
calling, the proposed planner works in these four procedures:

a) PlannerInit(): First, updating planning environment,
in which the planning scene (boundaries and obstacles, etc.)
and robot configurations will be loaded. Next, setting the
planning task. Planner will get the start and goal configura-
tions, goal bias and sampling seed, here the sampling seed
represents the default radius of the expansive sample node,
which will greatly influence the runtime of the sampling.

b) FreeStateSampling(): the planner will take advantage
of the Collision Checker() to sample the configuration space
and generate the roadmap in the free space.

c) TreeConnect(): the planner will find the valid nodes

to extend the trees. In this step, ValidPose() and Colli-
sion Checker() are highly relied on for evaluating whether
the selected node is collision free and reachable for robot.

d) PathOptimization(): the optimal path will be chosen as
the final result by valuing the cost, after that a path smoothing
will be required.

Algorithm 1 Planner(task, robot model, scene)
1: procedure PLANNERINIT(task, robot model, scene)
2: T.init(task.qstart, task.qtarget, task.bias)
3: S.init(task.seed);
4: Obs.init(scene.env, wire(t), S);
5: end procedure
6:
7: procedure FREESTATESAMPLING( )
8: if Obs.updated then
9: while not S.mapped do

10: rrand ← NODE EXPANSION();
11: S.add node(rrand);
12: end while
13: end if
14: end procedure
15:
16: procedure TREECONNECT( )
17: T ← S.complexity();
18: for k=1 to K do
19: qnew ← NEAREST NODE();
20: if ValidPose(qnew) then
21: EXTEND(T, qnew)
22: end if
23: end for
24: end procedure
25:
26: procedure PATHOPTIMIZATION( )
27: for all T in Path.trees do
28: Path.cost ← T.cost
29: idx ← min(Path.cost)
30: end for
31: Path.solution ← smooth (T[idx])
32: end procedure

Each time when the planner is called, Obs.updated will
label whether the Cfree needs sampling. The sub function
NODE EXPANSION() will return a maximal circle (or a
ball) with rrand in Cfree by randomly sampling. The Valid-
Point checker will locate the prand both in Cfree and the
workspace of manipulator. Initially, we will set the radius
as a given seed, which is interrelated with the convergent
region and the condition of the archwire design. Time elapsed
will be recorded for every single valid sample to monitor
the sample progress. A period of data will be analyzed to
decide if the Cfree is fully sampled. All explored node
will be stored as a specific node struct data when the ac-
tion S.add node(rrand) is called, meanwhile, expanded node
topology structure will be updated, which will improve the
efficiency for searching in further steps. Instead of attempting
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to extend tree by a single step ε, we iterate the step until
it’s out range of the mapped area, S. And sub function
NEAREST NODE (T, S) will search the nearest node in S for
T heuristically. Obviously, the existence of this kind of node
in S is necessary if without caring the quality. The function
EXTEND (T, qnew) will do the tree extend and reachable
check.

Sub Functions 1
1: function NODE EXPANSION( )
2: prand ← RandomPoint();
3: while not ValidPoint(prand) do
4: prand ← RandomPoint();
5: Timer.cost();
6: if Timer.overtime then
7: set(S.mapped);
8: return null;
9: end if

10: end while
11: rrand.center ← prand;
12: rrand.radius ← seed;
13: while canExpan(rrand) do
14: rrand.radius ← rrand.radius + seed;
15: end while
16: return rrand;
17: end function
18:
19: function NEAREST NODE(T, S)
20: S.near node = NEAREST NEIGHBOR(T, S);
21: if COLLISION CHECK( S.near node, T) then
22: qnew = ADD NODE(S.near node, T);
23: return qnew
24: end if
25: end function
26:
27: function EXTEND(T, qnew)
28: T.add node(qnew);
29: if Norm(qnew, qtarget) < bias then
30: return reachable;
31: end if
32: end function

The planner is exclusively designed for this archwire
bending case without considering other general situations.
As shown in Fig. 3, it will lead the tree extending to the
target at a very fast speed in total free space and adjust the
extend steps in challenging regions.

B. Collision Checking in Time-varying Environment

Generally for the proposed planner, collision checking is
required in two main procedures, the FreeStateSampling()
and TreeConnect(). Obstacles in the planning scene also can
be divided into two types, the static obstacles and time-
varying obstacles. During the bending process, the shape
of archwire and robot links are changing in time, which
means the obstacles need to be updating in real time. In our
Collision Checker(), the static environment is represented

using mesh models from CAD software, and the dynamic
obstacles, which are robot and archwire, can be represented
using the combination of basic cylinders for a better comput-
ing performance. The transform of the cylinder for archwire
model has been defined above at II-A: Parameterized design
of customized archwire.

In Algorithm 2, the transforms of robot links and archwire
will be set in a certain call time. And FCL collision checker
will return the result in Boolean. By using the collision
checker, planner will reject samples in Cobs.

Algorithm 2 Collision Checker(time, Obs)
1: for all obs in Obs do
2: ptr ← obs.cylinderGroup;
3: tfGroup ← obs.transform3f(time);
4: return FCL(ptr, tfGroup);
5: end for

IV. BENDING CONTROL

A. Bending Pose Modification

During the bending process, there exists an technical shift
of the plier-wire contact points because of the bend radius.
Pose should be modified by modeling and modification. In
this paper, we choose the Kim Plier for archwire preparation.
The bend radius of the orthodontic plier is designed as
rp. Bending angle θ is defined as the angle between the
initial and the current axis of the archwire. The width of
the steel wire lw can be provided by the manufacturer. The
local coordinate is built as shown in the Fig. 4. Taken the
coordinate built in initial state as reference coordinate, the
offset e can be computed as: ex = (lw/2+ rp)× (1− cos θ),
ey = (lw/2 + rp)× sin θ.

Fig. 4. Technical shift of the plier-wire contact points with Kim Plier in
cross section during the bending process.

B. Overbend Compensation.

Orthodontic archwires may have elastic properties such
that when applied a bending operation, there exists a spring-
back effect. In order to eliminate springback effect into
minimum, we construct the overbend model based on large
numbers of bending experiences. Since used in our robotic
archwire bending system, we choose the Kim Pliers shown
in Fig. 5 (a) and assemble in a self-designed springback
measurement instrument shown in Fig. 5 (b). The archwire
we used is the stainless steel, rectangular, 0.017×0.022 inch
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and bend radius chosen in Kim Pliers for bends forming
is 1 mm. After setting the archwire and bend radius, the
overbend experiment starts bending operation with bending
angle from 0◦ to 180◦ and measures the bent angle, which is
the final angle after springback. Thus we obtain the overbend
database to build the overbend model. This overbend model
can give the relationship between overbending and desired
bends angles.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Over-bend experiment for compensation modeling. (a) Plier type
selected in overbend experiment, which is the same plier type used in our
robotic archwire bending system, (b) self-designed springback measurement
instrument.

Algorithm 3 Bending Control
1: procedure POSE MODIFY(bendingPose)
2: p← bendingPose;
3: e← Offset(p);
4: modify trans ← trans(e);
5: modified pose ← p × modify trans;
6: return modified pose;
7: end procedure
8:
9: procedure OVER BEND(bendingAngle)

10: θ ← bendingAngle;
11: λ← overBend(θ).angle;
12: t← overBend(θ).times;
13: compensated angle ← θ + λ;
14: return compensated angle;
15: end procedure

For every bending actions, bending control will modify
the bending pose and compensate the bending angle in real
time.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Algorithms Integration in MoveIt!

To preliminarily validate planning and control algorithms,
we choose ROS with MoveIt support as the platform to
build the simulation and control system. Currently, the robot
we used has not been integrated with MoveIt. According
to the tutorials in [17], we use the MoveIt! Setup Assistant
to generate configuration files for MoveIt and with Kine-
matics/IKFast [18] integrated for a better IK performance.
Derived from basic RRT, the proposed algorithm is well API

supported from Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL), and
we build a bending planning package, named EONsRRT, and
integrate it into OMPL as a user integrated planner. The main
function is the bending task manager. With a friendly GUI
support, it can read the customized archwire design, calculate
the transformation from design parameters to bending poses,
call planner for path generation, bending modification and
compensation for final executable path.

B. Archwire Bending Experiments

The archwire bending experiments are conducted both in
simulation and on independently designed prototype (Fig.
6a). The target archwire we choose is characterized by one
shoe loop, three vertical loops and first order orthodontic
bends (Fig. 6b). A stainless steel wire with rectangular size of
0.017×0.022 inch is selected. Fig. 7 shows the typical steps
including picking, placing, adjustment and bends bending
recorded from 1 to 8 both in simulator and on physical robot.

(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Archwire bending experiment configuration. (a) Physical robot
system for orthodontic archwire bending, (b) a typical clinical archwire.

C. Bending Results and Analysis

In order to evaluate and analyse the proposed algorithms
for orthodontic archwire bending, parameters to be measured
of the bent archwire are given in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Bending results and parameters measurement of the bent archwire.

The width of the orthodontic archwire D0 can be used to
judge the effects of bending control. In this experiment, D0
was equal to 50 mm. And analyzed results showed the bent
error of D0 was within [-2, 5] mm. In clinics, the orthodontic
forces of Vertical Loop and Shoe Loop were mainly affected
by the parameterized data T1, H1, D2, H2 and T2. In the
results presented in Fig. 9, T1 is within [-0.3, 0.4] mm, H1
is within [-0.2, 0.3] mm, D2 is within [-0.4, 0.5] mm, H2 is
within [-0.2, 0.4] mm, T2 is within [-0.1, 0.5] mm. The bent
errors of these data were controlled in a small range.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Archwire bending experiments including picking, placing, adjustment and bends bending (Typical steps from 1 to 8). (a) Bending experiments in
Rviz, (b) bending experiment on physical robotic system for archwire bending.

Fig. 9. Bending results from 10 experiments with designed parameters
shown with bars.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper proposed a motion planning and control method
of a robotic system for multi-functional orthodontic archwire
bending. The method consists of a customized archwire pa-
rameterization scheme, an adaptive sampling-based bending
planner with collision checker in time-varying environment,
and a bending control strategy to eliminate the springback
effect and bending point shift during the bending process.
The developed system and proposed method have been
validated in both simulation and physical experiments.

Our future works include: (1) bending method for more
complicated orthodontic archwires, (2) improvement of plier
design for dexterous collision avoidance, and (3) assessment
benchmark of the proposed algorithm in terms of efficiency
and accuracy.
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